
CITY COMMISSION

CITY OF TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCES, NEW MEXICO

Tuesday, March 25, 2008

REGULAR MEETING

Minutes

TIME & PLACE:       The Mayor and the City Commission of the City of Truth or
Consequences in the County of Sierra and State of New Mexico
met in Regular Session in full conformity with the law and
ordinances of said Commission in the Commission Chambers of

said City, on Tuesday, March 25, 2008 at 6: 00 P. M.

PRESIDING The meeting was called to order by Mayor Montgomery who
OFFICER: presided and Mary B. Penner, City Clerk acted as Secretary of the

meeting.

ATTENDANCE: Upon calling the roll the following Commissioners were reported
present:

Hon. Lori S. Montgomery
Hon. Jerry Stagner, Mayor Pro- tem
Hon. Steve Green, Commissioner

Hon. Evelyn B. Renfro, Commissioner

Hon. Freddie J. Torres, Commissioner

Also present:

Jaime R. Aguilera, City Manager
Jay Rubin, City Attorney
Mary B. Penner, City Clerk

QUORUM: There being a quorum present the Commission proceeded with
the business at hand.

CEREMONY:    Mayor Montgomery called for fifteen seconds of Silent

Meditation.

Commissioner Renfro called for the Pledge of Allegiance.

APPROVAL OF Mayor Montgomery called for approval of the Agenda,  and

AGENDA: indicated that there is a change, and they would like to move item
C from the Consent Calendar to item K under other business, so
that the City Manager can report on that issue.

Commissioner Renfro moved approval of the Agenda as

amended."

Seconded Commissioner Green.

Motion carried unanimously.

RESPONSE TO City Manager Aguilera stated this was brought up by a gentleman
PUBLIC from the public who is a winter visitor.  He indicated that they
COMMENT:     talked about it on two different occasions and has also talked with

the utility manager.

He explained that individuals call in ahead of time and ask that
their utilities be turned on at a certain location, and that the

utilities are turned on, and ask the customer when they arrive
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within 3 days to come in to the utility office to show them proper
I. D., and explained that the gentleman was apparently put off by
bureaucrat red tape so to speak... his comments were if I have
to... if I live here 6 months out of the year,  and leave for 6
months... then I should just be able to come back and get my
utilities turned on without having to prove who I am.

City Manager stated in a perfect world that would be nice, but
when they have people who can simply turn on someone' s
utilities with a phone call then that doesn' t work very well, and
that even though it is an inconvenience... it is really for the
protection of the customers that have summer or winter homes.

City Manager Aguilera stated he does not know any other way of
doing this because they need the responsible parties I. D., and also
a question about asking for social security numbers... if that is not
considered a form of I. D., and indicated they ask for that for a
different reason, and explained that is how they keep track of
everybody that has utility services with the City in case they do
not pay they can track them down, and send the bill collector' s
after them, and the best way is having a social security number
and I. D.

City Manager Aguilera stated that Ms. Wickert brought up the
fountain at the museum was dirty and had algae in it.  He stated

our crews had put that on their schedule to take care of that, and

reported that it has been cleaned and Ms. Wickert called to thank

the City for taking care of that.

COMMENTS Someone from the audience came before the Commission and

FROM THE indicated he is one of the " snowbirds" they are talking about and
PUBLIC:   asked if they knew how many towns in New Mexico has this

same process.

City Manager Aguilera stated he did not know, and stated they
have a fiduciary responsibility to our citizens,  us and our

taxpayers to make sure that things don' t go wrong.  He indicated

the reason they have an I. D. requirement is so that someone does
not get a bill that they don' t deserve, or the City doesn' t get their
money.

The individual asked how many of them turned in their social
security numbers to the utility office, and stated the news media is
constantly telling them not to give out their social security
numbers, and that he would not give his social security number,
and that he would sell his place before he gave his number... and

does not believe the office is that secure to be honest with you.

City Manager Aguilera stated they have written procedures in
place on how to handle the private information, and are locked up
in the City Clerk' s vault.

The same gentleman also asked how often did the City get stiffed
from the  " snowbirds"  from the Mid-west on their utility
bills... does it happen very often.

City Manager Aguilera stated he did not have a record of that.

The gentleman stated it must have been the best kept secret in

town, and that he cannot find a single permanent resident here that

ever heard of this until they started to come here last fall... no one

ever heard of this before, and they have these records, and asked
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why didn' t they send them a letter so they knew about this ahead
of time.    He stated when he called on the first Monday of
December and would be here on that Saturday... they wanted him
to find a fax machine, and fax all this stuff down here, and he did
not have access to a fax machine.

Commissioner Torres suggested maybe they can make

arrangements before they leave to have the information for the
next time.

The gentleman stated if this is going to go like this... he is going
down to the office, and give them the information they need.

Ms. Alice Brown came before the Commission and stated they
were " snowbirds" from Iowa, and that this was their

14th

winter

here in Truth or Consequences.   She stated year before last she

was not with here husband to give a social security number, and
the next week the paper stated do not give your security number
to anyone,  and stated she would not have hooked up the
utilities... I would have left town.

She stated they own a place on Caballo Road, and it would have
been for sale, and I wouldn' t of gave a social security number,
and that her husband gave a legitimate one, and that it is setting
down there, and I would like to have it back, and that they have
his driver' s license with a picture, and they can have hers, and
stated he pays the bill the day it comes... and it just makes her

mad.

CONSENT Mayor Montgomery stated they have two items under the Consent
CALENDAR:    Calendar— Regular City Commission Minutes — February

26th &

February
28th, 

2008 & Reimbursement Request— February 2008 —
LDWI Grant.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of the Consent Calendar

as amended."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

DRAFT MINUTES:   The following are draft minutes from various boards provided to
the Commission and are for information only and are non-action
items.

BOARD Planning& Zoning Commission & Public Utility Board -
COMMITTEE

REPORTS:     1.  Vacation of street & alley—

City Manager Aguilera stated they were provided with a map with
a highlighted area of what is being vacated.

Mr. Chris Nobes Building Inspector came before the Commission,
and stated the applicant is asking that the stretch of Lincoln
Avenue between Bullard Street on the west, and Foch Street on

the east be vacated, and be split between the adjacent property
owners, and indicated they are in agreement.

He stated in addition he is requesting that this alley that runs north
and south to the east of his property be vacated, and referred to
some hand drawn lines to the right side of the plat, and indicated

that is an approximation of where Foch Street actually goes up
Foch hill, and that there is no formal survey defining that.
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Mr. Nobes explained there is that set of concrete steps on the side

of the hill, and that the terrain is pretty steep, and not at all
practical for a street or a thoroughfare.   He stated the applicant

has done quite a bit of work, and has remodeled the residence at

599 Lincoln, and that he requesting the vacation in order to tidy
up some encroachments, and to give himself more room to move
that carport on the south end of the property, and it has been
before the Public Utility Board and the Planning & Zoning, and
have recommended approval.

Commissioner Stagner — asked about the concrete retaining wall,

and asked if the City maintained that, and is not sure they want to
take on that responsibility.

Mr. Merrick stated that was in the thoroughfare of Foch Street.

Commissioner Stagner stated it was drawn on the map as the land
that they were going to be vacated... so it would be half yours.

Mr. Nobes — what might have happened there... on a vacation you

split the property between the adjacent owners, and once you get
east of that alley... the north/south alley... anything... the north

half of that proposed vacation in fact would revert to the City.

City Attorney Rubin stated when he does a vacation they usually
have some sort of retaining an easement for utility purposes... and

I see they are not requesting that or being suggested in the
recommendation.

Mr. Nobes stated — no sir... there is really no need for it... it is

simply not practical, and indicated there are no utilities in these
areas affected, and it would not be practical to use it for utility
purposes.

Mayor Montgomery — okay for my geographically challenged
mind... 102 Foch is that the old Pankey residence,  and Mr.

Merricks is the old Pierre Stephens.

Mr. Nobes— correct, yes ma' am.

Mayor Montgomery— I guess I cannot picture the retaining wall.

Commissioner Renfro moved approval the vacation of a street

and alley as submitted by Mr. Ken Merrick."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

PUBLIC Final Adoption Ordinance #580— Pertaining to the Creation of the
HEARINGS:      Veterans Memorial Park Advisory Board.

City Manager Aguilera stated this is an ordinance reviewed by the
Commission, and indicated that is has been published.

Mayor Montgomery opened the public hearing and asked if there
was anyone who would like to speak for the ordinance.

Mr. Travis Jackson came before the Commission and stated he is

representing VFW 3317 in Williamsburg and a member of the
American Legion Riders and they are very supportive of this.

Mayor Montgomery asked if there was anyone who would like to
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speak against the ordinance, and no comments were received the

public hearing was closed.

FINAL ADOPTION Mayor Montgomery stated they conducted a public hearing for
ORDINANCE the final adoption of Ordinance# 580.

580:

City Manager Aguilera stated they have received applications for
the at large member, and indicated that the other organizations
will be submitting applications.   He stated if the ordinance is

adopted, for their next meeting they will have a list of names for
them to select to appoint to these boards.

He stated that Mr. Jackson has approached him about a gentleman

who is not a local resident and would like to be part of this board

who is very knowledgeable and has vested interest in the Veterans
Park, and he suggested when the board is formed that they could
make that person and ex- officio member.

Commissioner Stagner stated he had a correction under Board

Created; Members... line 5 after American Legion Riders Chapter

5 ( VFW 44), and that should reflect American Legion 44.

Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Ordinance # 580."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

SIERRA COUNTY City Manager Aguilera stated they have a letter from Ms. Kathy
TOURISM VIDEO:    Clark.

Ms. Clark came before the Commission and read the letter in its

entirety.  (Complete copy attached hereto and made a part hereof.)

At this time a presentation entitled " a 5 day journey" was viewed
by the Commission.

The Commission thanked them.

RESOLUTION # 27-   Helen Belis Finance Officer came before the Commission to

07/08:       explain the budget adjustments.

General Fund — Stated they would be increasing the revenues by
358, 066,  and explained part of that is the estimated gross

receipts.  She stated right now they are 85- 89% on some of them,

and went back to estimate as to how much of a budget adjustment

increase she would need to do.

She stated they have a decrease in the building permits — now at

54%, and did a budget adjustment.

Other licenses and permits— there has been an increase.

Other charges for services, court automation and DWI prevention

increase.

She indicated there was a sale of one of our properties — an

increase in that revenue.

20,000 for basic police services for Williamsburg.

9,484.00 in donations for the T or C islands.
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Increase in the buckle down operation/ saturation patrol.

Governing Body—No budget expenditures or budget adjustments.

City Clerk— Moved some of the full-time wages into part-time, as

they had the Municipal part- time Clerk that assisted in the City
Clerk' s department.

Municipal Court — Increase expenditures by $ 3, 089, and part of

that is due to the increase in the Municipal Judge' s salary.

Court Automation— Right now they are at 123% that they' ve had
to send to the Supreme Court, and increase on the other fines that

they also send to the Judicial Education.

City Manager' s  —  Increasing the donations of the T or C
Beautification Islands to offset the revenue by $9,484.00

Finance Department — Stated she moved some of the full-time

wages to cover the health insurance for the new finance
accountant.  Moved some of the office supplies into the gas and

per diem for the new vehicle for the Assistant City Manager.

Commissioner Torres — Where did that come from?   Did they
budget for that... did they talk about it,  or did I miss it

somewhere... This new car...

City Manager Aguilera— Well it is an existing car that the police
department is no longer using, and it was just sitting at the shop so
I assigned to... actually its two cars... one I assigned to the

Assistant City Manager,  and the other one I assigned to the

Director of the Fleet Maintenance.

Commissioner Renfro — And do these vehicles get to go home

with them.

City Manager Aguilera — Not the fleet maintenance, but yes on

the Assistant City Manager.

Commissioner Torres— Where does she live?

City Manager Aguilera  —  She lives in Palomas Canyon... I

believe.

Helen Belis—Right, Palomas.

Commissioner Torres  —  And we' re going to be buying her
gas... how about our City Clerk... she does a lot of work and she

doesn' t get a car.

City Manager Aguilera — Well the Assistant City Manager is on
call just as I am, and so that' s the rationale.  He stated there are 4

people that take vehicles home, and they are all on call... the Risk

Manager, the Code Enforcement because he is a back up to the
Risk Manager.

Commissioner Torres — I don' t agree with that... I mean that is

just going to be more gasoline they are going to have to
buy... another added expense.

Commissioner Renfro — She' s on call like... what calls would she

have to answer that she would be qualified to take care of after
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hours.

City Manager Aguilera — I can' t tell you that she has been called

up to this point, but that doesn' t mean it wouldn' t happen in the
future.

Commissioner Torres— I don' t agree with that.

Mayor Montgomery— Ok... we can discuss it more or want to talk
about it now... it' s open for discussion.

Commissioner Torres — That' s what I' m saying... I don' t agree

with it. Am I the only one... or.

Mayor Montgomery  —  I don' t know I will open it up for
comments from the other Commissioners.

Commissioner Green — Well I guess... Commissioner Torres... I

would have a question to Manager Aguilera, is there a procedure
in place right now... where you make the decision... does the

Commission... are they notified of that decision, or do they hear it
only when it is brought up... and if not should we maybe have that

so if one of the Commissioners or more of them feels strongly that
this might not be the load to take that they can have a dialog about
it rather than finding out after the fact and there might be a bone
of contention, and to have the fire extinguisher there before the
fire starts... is there something they can set in place to do that.

Commissioner Renfro— I think that would be a good idea.

City Manager Aguilera— In this case... well... in this case the City
Manager has the authority to assign the vehicle, however the City
Commission has the purse strings, and so if they don' t authorize
the budget for that to happen then it doesn' t happen.  And that it

why it is appropriate for the Commission to discuss it and to
possibly says no we don' t want to budget for that, and then it just
doesn' t happen.

It' s not something that... if its undone is going to cause any
heartache to anybody... so it' s simply a policy issue from the
Commissioners point of view.

Commissioner Green — Believe me I' m not trying to take your
authority away from you... I just think even though you say... if its
undone no hard feelings... we' re all human, and if they have the
steak on their plate and all of a sudden they get served the bowl of
rice krispies... it doesn' t go well, so I' m thinking what can they do
to put this in where you feel that this decision is the right decision

that the Commissioners are apprised of that, and if a dialog needs
to be taken place then it' s before the fact rather than after the

fact.... I think maybe that' s what I' m hearing from Commissioner
Renfro as well.

Mayor Montgomery — and I think possibly a compromise on that
situation... I don' t see a problem assigning her a vehicle to use
during the day... but taking a vehicle back and forth home might
be an issue.

Commissioner Stagner— and I agree with that... how many people
take vehicles home besides the police?

City Manager Aguilera — 4 people altogether... me and the 2
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safety people.

Mayor Montgomery—And Linda would be the 41h one.

Commissioner Stagner — I agree with Commissioner Torres... I

think we can assign a vehicle to be used during the daytime... I

agree with you.

Commissioner Renfro — But I think that vehicle... if its... say

Mary... I think Mary probably has a lot of running around too... I

think that vehicle should be available... it shouldn' t be specifically
for Linda... I mean.

Mayor Montgomery — And I think my comment on any vehicle
that would be any vehicle that' s available during the day should
be used by City employees... your vehicle, her vehicle... the code

enforcement vehicle...

Commissioner Renfro — Whoever needs to go run an errand or do

whatever.

Mayor Montgomery  —  I agree... there should be a vehicle

available for... if you need to run to the bank or whatever the

situation is depending on whoever the employee is.

City Manager Aguilera— And there is... there is a vehicle assigned

to the utility department because they take the mail to the post
office, but at any other time that vehicle is available for use by
any other person at City Hall.

Mayor Montgomery— ok.

Commissioner Stagner— ok.

Commissioner Torres — I think assign a vehicle to City Hall to be
used by all employees... like Mary does she does a lot of running
around during election time and different times... she has duties to

perform and she goes to the post office and banks, so that would

be available to everybody to use it.

Commissioner Stagner— Yea, I like that.

Mayor Montgomery  —  So if it would be an appropriate

compromise on our part... for use during the day for whatever she
needs to use it... he or she whoever the person is, but not to take

the vehicle home, because I agree that is...

Helen— Right now the vehicle... she was involved in an accident.

Mayor Montgomery— In the vehicle.

City Manager Aguilera —  She was hit by another party,  and

mentioned that in his report, and reported the other gentleman has
insurance and will be paying to get it fixed... and eventually will

be put back on line.

Commissioner Green — Also Mayor Montgomery... what they

might want to consider is that... since the position is 24/ 7 and if

Manager Aguilera is not available and they know that in advance,
and the assistant manager would be the next person up then that
might be looked at as a back-up system... if...I don' t know

whether she has a car or not or whatever... that might be an
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appropriate use of a City vehicle for her take it home in the event
that 911 calls came through... she would be the next go to person

if the manager is out of town.

Mayor Montgomery — Right, and I think that could be a policy
decision that would be made in his office... Okay, so are you okay
with that Commissioner Torres, or...

Commissioner Torres — Yea, I just don' t want to see an increase

in the budget and spend more money.

Mayor Montgomery— I understand.

Commissioner Torres — And if we can do that... it' s only fair... I

don' t want them using their own vehicle for city business, but not
using it to take home... you can put a lot of miles between here

and Palomas in a year' s time.

Mayor Montgomery— True.

City Manager Aguilera—And by the way there is one more group
of people who take vehicles home... and those are the ones on

stand- by... so the water department, electric department,  sewer

department... whoever is the designated stand-by person for that
week takes a City vehicle home, so that they can respond in case
they are called in.

Mayor Montgomery — So Commissioner Renfro are you okay
with that compromise... or do you want it to go any further.

Commissioner Renfro  —  No that... for now as long as it is
available for anybody else to use and definitely not everyday
home.

Police Department  —  Increasing the budget by  $ 20,000 and

explained that is to offset the $ 20,000 revenue that is coming in
from Williamsburg.   She stated they allocated some of that into
the gas and oil because they are running short.

She stated they wanted some in maintenance and other contractual
services and some in field supplies,  employee training and
subscription and dues.

Helen— The overtime was already going to be over expended, and
the Chief stated since they have money in the full time wages they
would use it for overtime.

Commissioner Renfro asked the City Manager if they gave
justification for overtime.

City Manager Aguilera — No... And the reason their overtime is

above normal is that they haven' t been able to fill all the
positions.

Helen— Stated one of the Sergeant' s had a back injury and he has
been gone, and one of the other Sergeant' s has been covering, and
also has been attending some of the policy meetings that are not
during his regular work hours.

City Manager Aguilera — Stated the justification is made to the

Chief, and he is the one who authorizes that particular overtime.
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Helen — Stated she was told that some of the officers don' t want

to put in overtime, so the Sergeant' s cover.  And they indicated it
would be mandatory if they need them.

Commissioner Stagner — Asked if they had prospects for filling
those positions.

City Manager Aguilera — It is a continuously open position... it' s

always advertised... it' s on the website... on the league website,

and stated they just hired someone.

Commissioner Torres  —  Stated in the Municipal Reporter.

Different towns advertise,  and do not ever see that the City
advertises.

City Manager Aguilera stated he would check into that, and that
he had a conversation with the Chief about recruiting to see what
they could do to get more interest, and indicated one of the
problems is passing the physical.

He suggested the possibility of entering into an agreement with
the High School Coach, and has the applicant' s go through a

physical training program to get ready when they go the Academy
they will be ready, and thinks they will try that.

Commissioner Green suggested they contact the Fort Bliss
Monitor newspaper that comes out weekly, and it has a website
for jobs.

Mayor Montgomery stated one of the issues they might want to
take a look at is... so they don' t get into a situation regarding the
overtime... that they look at conditions of employment for the
police officers, so that everybody is on the same page and doing a
certain amount of over time in a weekly period is a condition of
employment, so they don' t get into a situation that says this group
won' t do it and this group will do it... everything is equal across
the board.

Animal Control— the line item for their gas and oil they increased
it and they looked everywhere in their budget to try and cover the
increase,  and stated they are very tight on their budget... and

increased their budget by $ 1, 000.

Municipal Recreation — they moved some of the full time wages
into their part-time... for the Civic Center part- time person that

was an emergency hire, and was not sure when they would be
hiring the Veterans Wall part-time person, and went ahead and
budgeted for the remainder of the fiscal year.

Commissioner Torres— the emergency hire for recreation was that
a new person that was hired... or...

Helen — it was kind of a temporary part-timer until they hired a
manager that would take care of the Civic Center.

Commissioner Torres— was that advertised.

City Manager Aguilera — emergency hires are not advertised
because it is for a short term... and because it is an emergency.  So

the person is hired before the prior manager left, and was here

while they advertised, and once they advertised and hired the full-
time person then that person was let go.
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Commissioner Renfro — did he put in for the position... did he

apply for the position.

City Manager Aguilera—which I don' t know.

Helen— the part-timer or the full-timer.

Commissioner Renfro —the part- timer... whoever was hired on an

emergency basis.

City Manager Aguilera — stated he is eligible to apply obviously
but I don' t know if he did apply or not... I can report back to you,
but at this point I don' t know.

Commissioner Torres  —  I understand that they changed the
hours... now they can just go until midnight... if I rent the Civic
Center I have to be finished by midnight... is that true, or what' s
the hours.

City Manager Aguilera— the hours... it use to say... 24 hours, now
it says 1- day, but it starts and ends... its still 24- hours, but it starts
and ends at midnight... so if you rent it at 5 o' clock in the
afternoon then it goes until midnight... if you rent it at 1 o' clock in

the morning then you get 23 hours worth.

Commissioner Torres— when did they change that... because most
of these dances...?

City Manager Aguilera — it' s not a change... it' s an interpretation
of how... what 24 hours means.  He stated what most people use

to do is take advantage of them by renting at 5 o' clock in Friday,
and start doing whatever they wanted on Friday afternoon and use
it all day Saturday, and then clean up on Sunday, and so it ended
up being a day and a half...and what they are saying is... it' s 24-

hours and it starts and ends at 12 midnight.

Commissioner Torres — a lot of these weddings and things that
take place... now they are going to have to get out of there at
midnight, and I don' t think that' s right.

Commissioner Renfro — I don' t like the idea that we' re making
them get out of there by 12 either and think there is... I don' t think

a lot of the people that rent it will be happy with that
because... specifically depending on the events.   I don' t think

they' ll be happy.  I always thought it was 24- hours.

Commissioner Torres stated there was a change in the liquor laws

where they have to quit serving at 11: 30, but want to continue
their event until 1 or 1: 30... you can' t cut their events or just shut
them off at midnight.

Commissioner Renfro stated she thought the person they hired for
the Civic Center was hired... they would work whenever and take
time off...it wasn' t like having to get paid over time or whatever.

Mayor Montgomery stated it sounds like there are some questions
if you could look at that and report back to them at the next

meeting.

City Manager Aguilera stated if they want to run the 24- hour
period until 2 o' clock then they will do it that way.
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Commissioner Stagner — I just think they need to accommodate
for a 24-hour period instead of shutting it off at midnight.

Commissioner Torres— that' s what they built it for... for people to

use.

Commissioner Green — is it required that staff be on the premise

during the hours that the function exists.

City Manager Aguilera—no.

Mayor Montgomery — no that they are available for opening and
closing.

City Manager Aguilera — if there is liquor being served they
require police presence or security.

Mayor Montgomery — stated she agrees and hears what they are

saying... I think when the people take advantage past that... then

they should be charged for 2- 24-hour periods,  and should

accommodate the other way or pay the other way.

Building Inspector — Moved funds from one line item to another

to cover expenditures.

Street Dept. —No budget adjustments.

Fleet Maintenance — Moved some of the full time wages into the

PERA to cover the increase in the wage on one of the employees.

Commissioner Renfro  —  Throughout the budget they have
reductions in maintenance,  vehicles  &  equipment.    Are they

making sure everything is being maintained?

City Manager Aguilera stated the fleet maintenance director has a
computer program in which all the vehicles are listed and times

they require maintenance.

Facility Management  —  Moved funds from one line item to

another.

Library Dept. —None.

Commissioner Renfro    —    They have regular building
maintenance... being reduced by $ 4809. and seasonal decorations

are being cut back.   Stated she has a problem anytime they cut

back on the maintenance on buildings.

Helen stated they moved that into buildings and structures.

Commissioner Renfro — on the seasonal decorations... and I see

they probably didn' t use any... but I have a problem

because... well I have a problem reducing that, but if they' re not
going to order anything before budget... I can guarantee you all

that I am gonna want more put in there for next year for this

coming Christmas.   She stated she thinks the decorations do a

whole lot for the City.

Helen— our hospital GRT distribution increasing that by $48,000,
and explained she estimated that on the revenue that would be
coming in.
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Insurance on utilities — Increase of$ 477, and explained they had
to pay a liability deductible.

Revenues on Pledge State — Increasing that by $ 12, 100, increase
in GRT.

Revenues in Municipal Recreation — Increasing the revenues by
3, 000... that is the cigarette tax.

Municipal Recreation expenses   —   moved the non-capital

equipment over to the field supplies.

Revenue for the Cemetery increased by $2, 000.

Police Dept.  donations revenue  —  increasing by  $ 50,  and

increasing the expenditures by  $ 1, 400,  and explained on the

previous budget adjustment she did not increase the expenditures
that the revenues had come in.

Lodger' s Tax Revenue — Increasing by $ 27,013, and explained
that part of that they received a donation for $ 363, and they
wanted that to go in the Public Arts Board, and also increased the
expenditures in the lodger' s tax by $363.

Commissioner Renfro— asked if this included the $ 1, 000 that they
asked for last meeting for the Rural Economic Development... you

said was going to come out of lodger' s tax.

City Manager Aguilera—I don' t know... did you put that in there.

Helen— You didn' t mention anything to me about that.

Commissioner Renfro    —    Because there was    $ 1, 000
approved... and I said subject to the money being available.

Helen — okay... we can probably...since they do have the golf
course professional services that they paid Mr.  Garcia the 6
months... we' ve only used out of that  $4,956,  and they have

18, 000 available so they can get that from there.

Increasing the lease of the golf course from $ 4,000 to $ 10,000,

and the lease of the tractors and mowers... they budgeted in to the
lodger' s tax expenses, and explained that is partly due, since they
are no longer receiving revenues in the golf course revenue now
there is going to be a decrease in that, and then the deficit they
wouldn' t be able to pay it, and they would be in the red, so that is
why she moved those over there, and did a budget adjustment
from the professional services to cover that.

Joint Utility Revenues — Increasing that by $ 29,500... the joint

utility office expenses increasing the gross receipts taxes by
30,000, and stated that will offset the revenue that is coming in.

Electric Division Revenue  —  Increasing by  $ 185,207,  and

increasing the expenses because they are going to be short on the
wholesale power cost that they purchase.

Commissioner Renfro — So they are going to be spending more
than what their increases are... right.

Helen — Right because the revenue was a little bit over estimated
to begin with.
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Water Division Revenues  —  Increasing that by  $ 5, 500,  and

expenses they moved from one line item to another to cover their
shortages on their line items.

Solid Waste Division— Increasing the revenue by $2, 500 as there
was an increase in the recycling that they receive.

Solid Waste Division Expenses — Budget adjustment from one

line item to another.

Wastewater Division Revenue— Increasing the revenue by $ 8, 500

and in the wastewater division expenses moved from one line
item to another to cover expenditures.

Solid Waste Revenues — Increasing the revenues by $ 4,880, and

on the expenditures they moved from other capital purchases... the

dozer lease they moved it down and broke it down to the principal
and interest.

Golf Course Revenues — Indicated she made an error... the gross

receipts tax that should actually be projected 3, 594 not 1, 594, so
they will be reducing that by $ 58,539.  On the expenditure line

item the gross receipts tax should be 3, 594, so that would be a
decrease of$24,995 instead of$26,995.  She stated to supplement

the expenditures in the golf course they will need to transfer
30,000 into the golf course account to cover the expenditures.

Commissioner Renfro — They' re having to transfer $ 30,000 into

the golf course.

Helen— Yes from the general fund.

City Manager Aguilera stated when they started the year or last
budget they budgeted as though they were under the prior
contract... there was going to be revenue from the golf course, and
they would take half of the revenue and give it back to the
operator and so forth.. so all of that went away when they
changed the contract... they no longer get the revenue, or give
them half of what they were getting, and so that changes the
budget picture.

Commissioner Renfro — so all they do is pay expenses... we don' t

get any revenue and just pay out money.

City Manager Aguilera—Right.

Commissioner Torres — And what do you project this year... last

year they subsidized about $ 165, 000.

City Manager Aguilera — They should end up in the... about the

same amount.

Commissioner Green — Asked about that $ 1. 00 fee, and City
Manager Aguilera stated that this goes to the City however that is
held aside for expenditures only for the golf course.

Airport Revenue — Increasing the budget by $ 32, 078 and stated

that part of that is the jet fuel sales, and indicated they were at
109%  as of March

19th,  and that the expenses increased by
27,546.

City Manager Aguilera stated one of the changes he authorized
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the Airport Manager to change the fuel prices on a weekly basis
because it is changing so fast, and explained what they did is
changed the price when they ordered.

Street Revenue — Increasing that by $ 256 and that is on the
investment income.

Commissioner Renfro— Asked Helen where she budgeted the 1/ 4%
GRT for streets.

Helen— Stated what she was looking at... part of that is called the

infrastructure and that is budgeted in the general fund, and stated
that would be under 10315, on page 1.

She stated she looked at previous budgets and they had a
percentage of this put into the streets, and the remainder was in
the general fund, and in 2003 it was all moved into the GRT
infrastructure.

Commissioner Renfro — Stated that 1/
4%... and I don' t know... I

like to be able to look, but maybe what I would like for you to do
is check with DFA because the ordinance was set out what the

4% for streets.  She indicated at one time there were restrictions
as to what those monies could be used for, and thinks at some
time they changed it, and she would like for you to check with
DFA and see what is allowed to be paid out of that... Mary can
probably get the ordinance, and check with DFA and found out

just what can and can' t be paid out of that, or maybe they can use
it for what ever, but if there are any restrictions on it I think it
would behoove them to have it in a separate fund... in the street
fund.

Helen — stated that is where it was in 2002,  and in 2003 it
changed.

Street Fund — The transfers... they' re requesting a transfer of
39,245 from the street department into Fund 62 which is the

3rd

Street Project into the expenditures — Increase in the expenditures
and explained that was due to a contract change order,  and

explained the funds they are using from the grant would be
insufficient.

Commissioner Renfro  —  Wasn' t it something like  $40,  some

thousand... I thought.

Helen— No... it' s actually...that' s what they are short is $ 39,000.

City Manager Aguilera— Stated that was the $ 40,000 that was the
change order for alternates 1 & 2 to take the sidewalks all the way
out to Coleman Street.   He indicated as the project progressed
they ran into some issues... unplanned by the engineer, and she
forgot that you can' t put a 4" sidewalk when you cross an alley,
so the alleys had to go to 6" thick with rebar... so every time there
was an alley crossing there is going to be a change order to
increase the cost,  and also in some of the driveways into
businesses... one of them the Shell Station.

He explained that on Magnolia & 
3rd

Street in order to carry
water... the sidewalk is being designed in that particular area to
carry water during a rainstorm as that is the only way they could
get the water to move out of that intersection, so there are some

issues there, and stated the engineer is preparing a change order
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with additions because of the added work, and he is proposing
that they cut back alternate # 2, or cut out alternate # 2 to make up

some of that difference... so the sidewalk will no longer go all the

way to Coleman Street it will be 2 blocks short, and will bring this
before them at their next meeting, and if they don' t want to cut
that back then they need to find some more money to pay to
extend that.

Mayor Montgomery — So what responsibilities is the engineer

bearing on their lack of understanding the project... I mean to

me... I guess I don' t understand why an engineer wouldn' t
understand the 6" vs. the 4" vs. the rebar on those crossings.   I

have a concern about that... I mean if...

She stated she just had a concern when they trust an engineer is
looking at a project and the experts on that, and they over look
something that ends up costing this amount of money more... you

know... what responsibility are they bearing... I mean.

Commissioner Green — point of information... the City hired the
engineer, and the engineer told them what they need to do and

they put something out for bid,  and he agrees with Mayor

Montgomery... I mean they are dealing with professionals who
have done this item for item... why is it our responsibility if they
miss something... I mean I realize the City doesn' t want to play
hard ball, but $ 40,000 is a lot of money, but certainly they are
covered for insurance, or a performance bond, or a professional
insurance policy and I think... and Jay might want to weigh in on
this... I mean why is it our responsibility to come up with

40,000.

City Attorney Rubin — I' d be happy to look into that... I don' t

know... if you want me to look at the contract I' d be certainly

happy to investigate that for you... if you decide you want me to

do this.

City Manager Aguilera — Just one correction... it' s not...$ 40,000

was what they added to the project out of our own money to finish
the whole project... the issues... the engineering issues about the
sidewalks and all that are somewhere in the range of about

15, 000.

Mayor Montgomery— They are bonded for that... if the mistake is

truly their mistake and costing us... do they get a rebate on fees... I

understand if they want to complete the project to what the specs
should be, then yes that is our responsibility... but there should

be... there should be something there that they can go against the
bond... whatever the engineering firm has... I don' t know.

Commissioner Renfro— I think it needs to be looked into.

City Attorney Rubin— I' d be glad to.

Mayor Montgomery — Right... but I don' t want to be ungrateful,

but money is money.

Street Maintenance Expense  —  Increased the expenditures by

252,405, and that was partly cashing in the CD and applying that
amount... the CD was $ 291, 650 which included interest, so she

put part of that in there... and I put the whole thing in there and
allotted $ 252,405 for the expenses and the $ 39,245 to Morgan

Street Fund.
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Veterans Wall —Indicated she did a correction on the grant on the
balance... the balance should actually be $ 220,936 because they
did get reimbursed at $ 3, 421, and on the construction cost she had
to do a correction as far as the balance on the expenditures, so it is
a decrease of$4,318.

Commissioner Torres — Asked if the bids had gone out on the
museum.

City Manager Aguilera stated he and the architect met with the
only bidder, and stated they were negotiating the price because
they bid more than twice, and explained what they want from him
is to give them the best price they can, and that they added the
two wings which will complete the entire museum.

He stated he needed some information from the architect and the
architect indicated it would take him two weeks to get him that
information before they can give the City a price.

DWI Grant Expenses — The moved money from one line item to
another to cover the expenditures.

Fund 60  —  Page 18  —  Capital Expenses  —  General Fund  —

Increasing that by $4,302, and that they will put in a new server
which will require an auto loader that will automatically back- up
all the data and re- store the data... rather than the old server where

you would have some down time to perform the back-up, and
explained this one they will be able to do the back- up without
having to have any down time.  She stated they will also need to
obtain software.

She stated they are transferring in to supplement that $ 4,302 from
the general fund.

At this time City Manager Aguilera introduced Mr. Bob Hupp,
and if they have any questions about the expenses for this system.

Commissioner Torres asked if they were still considering lap-top
computers, and Mr. Hupp stated he submitted this to the City
Manager for inclusion for next year' s budget.

Capital Improvement Joint Utility Revenue — They are increasing
that by $23, as that is the interest earned in the bank account.

Morgan Street Expenses  —  Increased that by  $ 39,245,  and

transferring it in to the street department.

R & R Airport— Increased the Federal Grant by $28, 523 and also
on the State Grant for a total of$29,273.

Airport Expenses— Increased by $31, 604.

The Commission thanked Helen.

Commissioner Renfro stated our expenditures are more than our
revenues.

Helen stated if they look at the percentage now they are at 68% in

our revenues, and 67 on the expenditures, so they are bringing in
1 more %.

Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Resolution #27- 07/ 08
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and wanted to thank our Finance Director for the job she has
done."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.

City Attorney Rubin stated they talked about that one change
regarding the vehicle, are they adopting the resolution subject to
that change... or how does that work.

Commissioner Renfro stated I am assuming she will go back and
make the changes.

Helen stated they will still need the fuel in there.

Commissioner Renfro stated they will still need that...they are

putting restrictions on the usage of the vehicle.

Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION # 28-   City Manager Aguilera stated this Resolution is being proposed
07/ 08:       for review by the Commission, and is in support of the Spaceport

Tax.

He stated he does not know how they feel about this,  and

indicated that he and the Elephant Butte City Manager worked on
this together, and that he wrote most of it, and he thinks it tells the
story on how this tax works and why it is important,  and

recommendation from staff is for approval.

Commissioner Torres asked if this was going to be advertised.

City Attorney Rubin stated a resolution usually is not but they can
if they want to.

Commissioner Green stated on page 2 in the paragraph where it
reads... this tax is not charged on gasoline,   groceries or

prescription drugs, and that he would also like to add health care,
as that is a major issue in our community and he thinks it would
allay some fears that people might have.

Mayor Montgomery— health care services.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval of Resolution #28- 07/ 08
In support of the Space Port Gross Receipts Tax."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

RESOLUTION #29-   City Manager Aguilera stated this has been discussed previously,
07/ 08:       and that Mr. Tucker, Golf Course Manager gave a presentation for

establishing fees for motel and corporate memberships,  and

recommendation is for approval.

Commissioner Green stated that it indicated it also required that a
golf cart be rented at the time the golf round to be used.  Question

If someone wants to walk the golf course.

Mayor Montgomery— It' s not required.

City Manager Aguilera stated let me clarify... the way it is written
it is required and that was the plan.
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The Commission agreed that they change that to read... can/may
be rented.

Commissioner Renfro moved adoption of Resolution #29- 07/ 08
with the change."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

LEPF City Manager Aguilera stated this is an application they submit
APPLICATION: yearly for the Law Enforcement Protection Fund for the purchase

of police vehicles, and recommendation is for approval.

Commissioner Stagner asked if they found another source for
vehicles.

City Manager Aguilera stated they have not.

Commissioner Green stated on page 3,  and that it was not
necessary... this schedule only pertains to municipalities with a

population 1500 or less and universities, so he does not think they
need that page.

Commissioner Torres also pointed out on page 2 where it reflects
social security numbers for the police officers.

Mayor Montgomery asked that these be turned in to her so that
they may be disposed of properly.

Commissioner Renfro asked why they did not have a certification
date for Michael Apodaca.

Commissioner Stagner moved approval the Law Enforcement
Protection Funds Application."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

APPT.     MEMBER City Manager Aguilera stated that Jimmy Rainey and

TO SCCOG:      Commissioner Torres were the delegate and the alternate on the
SCCOG, and indicated they need to replace Mr. Rainey.

Commissioner Renfro moved that they appoint Commissioner
Torres as the delegate and Commissioner Green as the alternate
for the SCCOG Board."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
Motion carried unanimously.

CONTRACT SVGS.   City Manager Aguilera stated that the City obtained a grant
TO DRILL A TEST several years ago.  He indicated with that grant they did several
WELL:      test wells all ofwhich ended up being dry holes essentially.

He stated there is about $ 3, 400 in that grant which has to be used
before this fiscal year, and that there is a need for us to explore
the possibility of wells on the north side of town near the airport.

City Manager Aguilera stated they have gone through an informal
bidding process,  and that they had two firms that bid with
Mauldin Drilling being the lowest bidder, and what they propose
to do is go down approximately 800 feet in the area of the existing
Cuchillo well which is up stream from where the dam is.
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He stated it seems the best place to drill a well, and that they
looked at the wells currently on the airport land, and indicated
there is one well there that is 400 feet deep and has brackish
water, and stated the Motor Plex people own 3 more wells in that
area that they volunteered to the City if they wanted them, but
indicted they are in the same basin.

City Manager Aguilera stated let him clarify...as there is concern
by the Cuchillo residents that they are going to dry them up... this

well will go deeper than their wells are.   He stated there are 2

levels where people get water from... the people that own property

up the Cuchillo Creek get water from the first aquifer right below
the surface within a couple of hundred feet, and stated they are
going to go in the second or deeper aquifer about 800 feet, and if
they can find water there then they have to figure out where they
are going to get it to the Airport, but at least they found the water,
and it will take the rest of the money from the grant to do that.

He referred to paragraph 4 on page 1,  and it was the City

Attorney' s recommendation that they add the wording... that the

compensation will be according to Exhibit A... to make sure there

is no misunderstanding that they are getting paid what the bid is.

City Attorney Rubin referred to paragraph 7 on page 2 is
sufficient regarding the liability issue, and he likes the way the
first sentence reads.  He stated that Exhibit A is attached, but does

not think they need the last two documents attached.

Commissioner Stagner moved to approve the Contract for
services to drill a test well with Mauldin Drilling with the change
in the compensation as mentioned by City Manager Aguilera."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

APPLICATION City Manager Aguilera stated they have discussed what

FOR LISTING ON procedures are being followed for listing people on the agenda.
CC AGENDA:

He stated if he got the message right the consensus was that
individuals would come in and make their request, and that the

City Manager would make the initial decision, but give the people
the option of appealing that decision either by coming to a
meeting at the 3- minute public comment in which the

Commission could decide to list it on the following agenda, or

they could contact a Commissioner directly and ask that
Commissioner to get their item on the agenda, and would all be
done in writing and hear quickly what decision was made.

There were some changes for the Commissioner' s contact
information to include cell phone numbers.

Commissioner Renfro moved approval the application for listing
items on the City Commission Agenda."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

CHANGE OF CC Mayor Montgomery stated this is her request asking that they
MTG.:       consider changing the Commission Meeting from April 8`", 2008

to April 9th, 2008 because the Governor will be in town for a town
hall meeting regarding the Space Port on April 8th, and they have
been requested to attend that meeting.
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Commissioner Renfro moved that they change their meeting
from April 8`

h
to April

91", 

2008 so that they can attend the
meeting regarding the Space Port."

Seconded by Commissioner Torres.
Motion carried unanimously.

AUDIT REPORT City Manager Aguilera stated they received the Audit report
FOR FY-2006/ 2007:   today.    He stated several months ago he discussed the audit

findings, and reported that the findings were minimal and were
bureaucrat in essence because the law changed and so they are
now in non-compliance of some obscure requirements of the
federal government.

He indicated there were some other issues and those will be
explained at the next meeting when they present the audit and
Helen can explain what those are about, and stated nothing was
major and that is the good news.

Commissioner Renfro stated if they are going to report on it she
would like the responses as to the findings in writing.

OLD BUSINESS:       None.

REPORTS: CITY MANAGER—

City Manager Aguilera stated on the impact fees that they
adopted, and reported they have about $ 60,000 in revenue... split

eventually for water and sewer.

He indicated it will be in a special fund as they have to keep it
separate to keep an accounting of it, and explained if they don' t
spend it within 5 years of being paid then it has to be given back
to the payees.

City Manager Aguilera stated during the budget process they
discovered a couple of different items,   and one is that

Williamsburg is served by the same sewer plant and same water
system, and they do not have an impact fee, and he thinks they
need to address that issue.  He indicated that our fees are old, and

that Williamsburg residents are paying less than City of T or C
residents for sewer, but paying the same for water.

He also thanked Mary for working on her day off.

CITY ATTORNEY—No report.

COMMISSIONERS—

Commissioner Stagner— No report.

Commissioner Green—

Stated he would like to congratulate Mel Teeper and the Rotary
Club of Truth or Consequences for the wonderful entertainment
act that they brought to Truth or Consequences,  and their

supporters, and congratulations for the $ 10, 000 they raised for the
mammography machine... Good Job!

Commissioner Torres— No report.

Commissioner Renfro— No report.
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Mayor Montgomery -

Stated she had a question for City Manager Aguilera and asked if
there was a way for them to look at possibly earmarking a
percentage of the excess GRT... I' m talking about the future from
Wal-Mart, the Space Port, and is there a way for them to look at
earmarking a percentage of excess GRT on a yearly basis to
possibly look at funding for a Senior Center.   I don' t know if

that' s possible... a way for them to say... take 1 or 2% of what

they know is excess... not base but excess GRT and put that into a

fund so they could possibly look at building a new senior center if
they were to get additional funds from the legislature to
supplement that.

City Manager Aguilera stated they don' t need to do it by
ordinance they can do it during every budget session.

Mayor Montgomery stated she knows or they hope there is going
to be a lot of GRT in the future... it' s a way to look at earmarking
some of the money for the seniors.  She stated they already have

the money that is going to be earmarked if the Space Port Tax
goes through... that 25%  is going to education... so they are

helping the youth on that end, and stated it would nice to show the
wealth a little bit across the community, and asked if they could
do some research.

EXECUTIVE Commissioner Green moved that the meeting be closed for
SESSION: Executive Session — Purchase, Acquisition or Disposal of Real

Property or Water Rights 10- 15- 1H( 8) — 1. Property — Marshall

Street. 2. National Guard Armory."

Seconded by Commissioner Stagner.
All 5 responded Yes to a Roll Call Vote.
Motion carried unanimously.

OPEN MEETING:      " Mayor Montgomery stated that the Commission was now in
Open Session."

CERTIFICATION:     " Commissioner Stagner certified that only matters pertaining to
Purchase, Acquisition or Disposal of Real Property 10- 15 1H( 8),
were discussed in Executive Session, and no action was taken."

Seconded by Commissioner Renfro.
Motion carried unanimously.

Commissioner Renfro moved that they direct staff and the City
Attorney to proceed as directed."

Seconded by Commissioner Green.
Motion carried unanimously.

ADJOURNMENT:     There being no further business to come before the Commission
the meeting was adjourned.    a a ncL

APPROVAL:     PASSED AND APPROVED this     .          day of

n
2008,    on motion duly made by

Commissioner seconded by

Commissioner and carried.
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LORI S. MONTGOMERY, MA

ATTEST:

MARY B. PE ER, CITY CLERK
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